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Finally You Can Know The Legal Secrets That Will Help You Protect Your Internet Based Business, Your

Clients, and Your Money! Are you tired of worrying about the legal aspects of your business? -Do you

wonder if youre protecting yourself and your clients enough? -Do you feel like youre just playing guessing

games when it comes to legal matters? -Are you crossing your fingers that things will just wind up over

the table rather than under it? -Would you like to know the best way to set up your web-based business --

legally? -If the answer to ANY of these questions is YES, then keep reading -No matter who you are and

what your business, there is a solution. -Legal issues can be tough to manage but there are answers.

From: Your Name Here Tuesday 11:06 AM Dear Friend, If youre reading this, youve been specially

selected to receive this message. Why? Because you either have a web-based business or you are

looking to start one. Either way, this means that youre a creative, task-focused netpreneur, one of the

fastest-growing careers out there right now. Being a netpreneur is a great way to harness the power of

the Internet to provide yourself with a rewarding, profitable career and the mere fact that youve entered

the business means that youve come to realize the incredible power that the Internet can have on your

bottom line. There are incredible opportunities to make money on the Internet from home, but until now

Youve Been Asking Yourself How To Set Up Your Business In A Way That Protects You and Your Clients

In the conventional business world, no start-up is complete without the help of a high-priced attorney. This

rather expensive form of hired help is necessary to ensure that the new business is completely legal: no

business wants to deal with the inauspicious start of under-the-table shadiness. With the explosion of

home-based Internet businesses, however, netpreneurs are finding that a highly successful business can

be run right out of a spare bedroom. And unless youve got some secrets your neighbors dont know

about, you probably dont have a knowledgeable attorney sitting in that spare bedroom. On one hand, this

is great: it takes a huge wad of expenses off the table from the very start. On the other hand, however, it

leaves you in a bind: how can you keep everything legal without professional help? You want to avoid
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making costly blunders, but its difficult to know where to start. One of the fastest ways to sink a fledgling

business is to get into a legal bind. In order to ensure the success of your business, you need to take

pains to avoid the legal pitfalls that have felled so many before you. This means being smart and on top

of all the possibilities, situations, and remedies. So how do these courageous, confident businesspeople

(the ones who DONT get into major trouble with the FTC) set up an effective business model? And how

do they wade through the huge number of laws surrounding business? How do they make these laws

work for them while still protecting their liability and their clients? And, more importantly, how can you

make those laws work for YOU? The Truth Is That You CAN Make These Laws Work In Your Favor, And

We Will Show You Exactly How To Do It! Even though the U.S. is a very pro-business environment, the

simple fact of the matter is that the law frequently sides with the customer. It goes without saying that the

customer needs plenty of protection. Its your responsibility as a business owner to stay on top of legal

requirements in order to protect your customers and, in turn, yourself. As a business owner, this is your

responsibility: Everything you do must be within federal limitations in order to ensure fair business

practices and avoid any and all possible legal retaliation that could put your business . . . well, out of

business. When it comes to the Internet, the Federal Trade Commission, or FTC, is constantly trying to

keep up with advances in technology. The Internet represents an exponential growth factor for advertising

and businesses of all types. Because of this, it can start to seem that your business is under siege: its

easy to feel like youre being attacked from all manner of legal angles in rather unfair ways. The truth is,

however, that the FTC should be your friend rather than your foe. If you manage to keep your business

entirely above water, youll have nothing to fear from the FTC and truly savvy business owners learn to

make FTC regulations and rulings work to their advantage. Plus, this means that your customers will

always be dealing with a business that is fair and equitable to their needs and thats the kind of business

decision that will only serve to boost your business. In order to stay on top of your game and make money

in this complicated legal world, you need insider information, like the answers to these questions: *

Should I set up my business as a limited liability company or a sole proprietorship? * How do I know when

its time to incorporate? * Is it true that Nevada doesnt exchange information with the IRS? * What states

are the best for my business to be legally based in? Sound like Greek to you? If so, youre a great

candidate for the advice and information in this book, all of which is aimed at Internet entrepreneurs like

YOU who need a little expert advice to supplement the great business smarts you were born with. Plus,



not only will you get the BEST advice about where and how to set up your business, but youll get BONUS

information: * Easy and Legal Ways to Deduct 100 of Your Annual Medical Expenses From Your

Business Taxes * Making Money and Making a Difference: How to Set Up a Non-Profit Corporation *

What States Are the Most Private, Most Business-Friendly (Hint: Almost 60 of all Fortune 500 companies

are legally incorporated in a tiny East Coast state!) * HowAnd Whereto Go Offshore Heres a Great

Example of the Kind of Information Youll Find in this Book! Read on for an EXCLUSIVE Sneak-Peek:

From a Discussion on choosing between organization as an LLC or an S-Corporation: Whether you

decide on an LLC or an S-Corporation really depends on a number of factors. You might ask yourself: *

Does this business have a great deal of growth potential? Could I be sitting on top of the next Ebay or

Amazon.com? * Am I providing goods or services that people run the risk of injury using? Could I be sued

for damages arising from the use of my service or product? * Can I deal with large amounts of

paperwork? Alternatively, am I willing to incur the expense of hiring a professional accountant? * Will I be

conducting business outside of my home state? If your answer was no to all four, chances are the LLC

entity will work just fine for your business. If, for instance, you operate a website that is a portal in other

words, a collection of related links that websites pay you to maintain or advertise on because yours gets a

great deal of traffic (examples would be Restaurantor RV.net), chances are small that youll ever be sued

unless you break some type of contractual agreement (and that would never happen to you, right?). On

the other hand, if you answered yes to one or more of these, you should seriously consider forming an

S-Corporation. Surprised by What you Just Read? If so, youre not alone. This is the kind of information

many Internet businesspeople just dont have. The truth is that many individuals who have gone into

business on the Internet dont have MBAs or any other kind of extensive business training. This is the

American Dream at its fullest: anyone with a great idea and a lot of effort can make a go of it in the

Internet business world. You dont need a fancy degree or major training. What you do need, however, is

the level of smarts that allow you to seek out the information that you need from top to bottom. Shrewd

businesspeople find out what they dont know and then figure out how to get to know it. Put yourself in that

pack in the group of people who make smart business decisions by seeking out the unknown and turning

it into the known. Why Pay a High-Priced AttorneyAND Give Away Your Business Information? The

Secrets to Protecting Your Business Are Right Here! As an Internet business, there is nothing stopping

you from going out and hiring the best attorney in the area. In fact, I dare you to: Im sure that youll love



the $400-per-hour fees, right? Truth be told, hiring an attorney could be the financial straw that breaks the

back of your fledgling enterprise but functioning without legal advice can put you under faster than you

can look around for a life jacket. Which is where this book - Using Corporate, Business and Advertising

Law To Your Advantage - comes in. Additionally, managing your own legal remedies without the help of

an in-person professional is a great way to safeguard the secrets of your business. The more people you

involve in your process, the more, well, people you will let in on your process. If your ideas are good

enough to be used to launch a new venture, then they are good enough to be kept in confidence. Dont

ruin your new venture by letting the cat out of the bag to someone who is not emotionally invested in your

success keep your secrets and methods to yourself by gaining the know-how you need in order to play by

the rules. Using Corporate, Business And Advertising Law To Your Advantage is a book that will take you

step-by-step through setting up a business that is legal, protected, and private. Find out tax secrets,

insider tips, and much more! I could charge an exorbitant fee for this inside scoop. To be honest, this

course could be sold as a weekend seminar for several hundred dollars and youd pay it gladly once you

saw how imperative it is that you have this information IMMEDIATELY! But You Wont Pay Anything Close

To That!! In fact, if you act today you will get this entire course for a ONE-TIME fee of $17! To make it

even better, youll have the whole course in minutes, because Ill make it available for you to download

RIGHT NOW! Pretty good deal, isnt it? Youll learn about: * Setting up your business as a sole

proprietorship, Limited Liability Corporation, C-Corporation, or S-Corporation by making smart decisions

based on your business model * Choosing how, when, and where to incorporate * Going offshore * The

ins and outs of keeping your advertising legal and fair What Valuable Secrets Are Contained In Using

Business And Advertising Law To Your Advantage? Just take a look at the actual Table Of Contents from

this amazing 91 page book.. Disclosure Introduction: Protecting Yourself And Your Customer Chapter 1

Your Options: Basic Business Structures Doing Business: A Short History The Origins Of Corporations

Early Modern Commercial Corporations Economic Self-Defense 101: Setting Up Your Business Sole

Proprietorship Limited Liability Company Chapter 2 What Kind of Corporation? C-Corporations

S-Corporations An S-Corporation Or An LLC? The Way Of The Profits (And Non-Profits) Chapter 3 How

And Where To Incorporate Incorporating In Delaware Incorporating In Nevada Misconception #1: Nevada

Has No State Income Tax Misconception #2: Nevada Protects Your Privacy Misconception #3: Nevada

Doesnt Exchange Info With The IRS Its That Old Corporate Veil Incorporating In Other States Arizona



Florida New York Where To Get Started Option A: Hire a Professional Option B: Hire Para-Pros Chapter

4 - An Offshore Corporation: Is It For You? Popular Offshore Jurisdictions British Virgin Islands

Seychelles Hong Kong Belize Panama Cayman Islands Puerto Rico Where To Get Started Chapter 5

Advertising & Marketing in The Digital Age Federal Trade Commission Laws and The World Wide Web

Fair Play Disclosures No Fair Hiding It in Fine Print What Constitutes Clear and Conspicuous? Proximity

Hyperlinked Disclosures Keep It Consistent Keep It Simple About Pop-Ups And Pop-Unders Summary In

General Chapter 6 Conclusion For Further Reading Notes I had no idea of the things I could do using the

law to my own advantage. This book really shows the inside tips and secrets that the successful big

operators use - things I would never have dreamed of before I got this book. My company is now on a

sound legal footing and I am confident that the law is on our side. I could not have made a better

investment in the success of my business. Tony Chiarenzo, Brooklyn, NY Feeling Overwhelmed? If so,

youre not alone this represents a lot of information. If you were shocked and amazed by the above list of

topics covered, then youre a good candidate for this book. This represents the range of topics about

which a business owner has to be knowledgeable. Feel like consulting an attorney about each of these

topics (start by thinking about how much it might cost you . . . )? Or perhaps do you feel like you might

just want to take a stab at legally complying with each of these issues as a matter of chance? Didnt think

so. With this tool at your disposal, youll avoid high legal fees while learning everything YOU need to know

about using corporate, business, and advertising law to YOUR advantage when youre out there on the

Internet. Still not convinced that this book is right for you? Heres a test . . . Can you name 5

Disadvantages of a Sole Proprietorship? This book can. Heres a FREE Preview: * Raising capital is more

difficult, since you cannot sell shares of the company, and a Sole Proprietorship has a smaller degree of

perceived legitimacy than a corporation or an LLC. * It is more difficult to secure bank financing. * Hiring

of employees can be more of a problem. * You can be subject to both the Federal Tax Rate and a

self-employment tax, effectively being subject to double taxation. * The biggie: UNLIMITED LIABILITY.

This means that if your business is sued, your own personal assets are at risk. How about 5 BIG

advantages of organizing your business as a Limited Liability Company (LLC)? * No board of directors or

shareholder meetings are required; an LLC can consist of just one person. * An LLC is an enduring entity,

usually separate from the member(s), and can be passed on, transferred or sold; fewer legal

complications result should the owner unexpectedly die. * Administrative paperwork and recordkeeping is



easier. * Your assets are separate from those of the business, therefore you are not liable for damages

caused, or debts incurred by the LLC. * Taxation is typically on profits taken out by you, not on the LLC.

You may however elect to be taxed as a sole proprietor, an S-Corp or a regular C- corporation; your tax

advisor can determine what is best for your particular situation. Or what about 6 smart guidelines for

ensuring that youre adhering to Clear and Conspicuous Disclosure? * Disclosures should be placed in

reasonable proximity to the claim which it is qualifying * Disclosures should be reasonably prominent

(easy to see); this refers not only to placement, but to font and choice of colors (high contrast between

background and text colors) * Other elements of the advertisement should not distract from the disclosure

* If the advertisement is lengthy, consider whether or not a disclosure bears repeating over multiple

locations and even pages * If audio and/or video is used, disclosures should be audible, understandable,

and in the case of video, appear long enough to be fully read and understood * Language used in

disclosures should be targeted to the intended audience. For example, if your product or service is aimed

at fans of monster truck rallies or the Atlanta Braves, chances are you wont want to use a lot of complex

legal terms in any disclosure. If you werent able to rattle off these lists on your own . . . If this information

is a surprise to you . . . If you said, Well, Ive never thought about it like that . . . Or perhaps just Ive never

thought about THAT . . . Then this book is for you. You simply cannot afford to go without this information!

Signup now to get our 5 day e-course that includes the most important facts and details you must know

about using business law to your advantage. Nothing shady, nothing to hide, just the amazing and easy

truth about how to keep your company safe! Enter Your Opt In Form Here! If you do not have an auto

responder yet you are not serious about making money on the Internet get started now at

Automatic-Responder Be Sure You Remove This Pink Text Before Launching Your Site! It is for setup

instruction to you only! * Your name and email address will not be sold, shared or disclosed to anyone.

We promise to respect your privacy * You probably expect that Using Business And Advertising Law To

Your Advantage is enormously expensive....but this is one area where I'm happy to say we don't even

come close to fulfilling your expectations.... As you probably know by now, I always strive to provide

extreme value in every offer that I put together and this time is no different. While this course could easily

be structured as a $2000 weekend seminar, I'm not going to go that route. In fact, if you are decisive and

take action today you are going to get the entire Using Business And Advertising Law To Your Advantage

book for the incredibly cheap price of just $47. Now doesn't that sound fair? To top it all off, I'll even



include the following bonuses at absolutely no charge for taking action today: Private Label Rights Tips by

Jeremy Burns Bonus #1: Private Label Rights Tips - PLR Rights Marketing Tutorial Package Value

$97.00 Private Label Rights products are hot right now! There is a killing to be made from these ready

made turn-key products if you know the insider secrets to making them work. I have worked out a special

deal with Jeremy Burns where you can grab a copy of PLR Tips with your purchase of this package as

my gift to you! Bonus #2: Reply Email Automator - Full MASTER Reprint Rights Value $197.00 We have

only sold MASTER RIGHTS to REA to a handful of people before so you will be one of the first to have

master rights to this great product. This is a $197 value. Bonus #3: The Niche Marketing Bonus Report

Full MASTER Giveaway Rights Value $47.00 This is a great tutorial that will teach you how to research

Niche markets. You now have full giveaway right to this incredibly informative report! It's Time For You To

Build Your Online Business Safely, Legally, and Successfully! Think about this, for a measly $16.95 today

you can be protecting your assets and protecting your livelihood literally overnight! Dont waste any more

time hemming and hawing about legal remedies and possibilities and DONT hire that expensive lawyer.

With our Money Back Guarantee you have absolutely nothing to lose and so, so much to gain! Look at it

this way -- $16.95 is really a painless drop in the bucket to be able to get your hands on Using Corporate,

Business And Advertising Law To Your Advantage and start using it to protect your business right away!

You Really Cant Afford Not To Invest In "Using Business and Advertising Law to Your Advantage" It's

easy to get started right away. Just click the order link below. Click here to order right now for only $16.95

(even if its 3:00 in the morning). Take Action, And Get Started Now! Not Tomorrow, Start Today! You are

minutes away from being able to rest easy, knowing that your business is on a sound legal footing. Our

guide will reveal the secrets that keep your business safe! Don't you owe it to yourself to try Using

Business and Advertising Law to Your Advantage today? Sincerely, FBM marketing Earn with Resale

Rights 400+ Items to Resell Online +100 Master Resale Rights masterkeys.tradebit.com/files.php/1007

P.S. Quantities on this book are limited so it makes sense to get yours today! Dont let this opportunity

pass you by! P.P.S Limited Number Of Reprint Rights Now Available! How would you like to grab Reprint

Rights to this incredible guide and be able to start selling it as your own right now? We have a limited

number of reprint rights packages that are now available. Click Here For Details On Reprint Rights!
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